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vittorio de sica d ə ˈ s iː k ə də see kə italian vitˈtɔːrjo de ˈsiːka 7 july 1901 13 november 1974

was an italian film director and actor a leading figure in the neorealist movement vittorio de sica

director bicycle thieves vittorio de sica grew up in naples and started out as an office clerk in order to

raise money to support his poor family he was increasingly drawn towards acting and made his screen

debut while still in his teens joining a stage company in 1923 vittorio de sica was an italian film director

and actor who first found fame as a matinee idol and who later was a major figure in the italian

neorealist movement he directed four masterpieces of the genre including the bicycle thief 1948 which

earned an academy award for best foreign film director bicycle thieves vittorio de sica grew up in

naples and started out as an office clerk in order to raise money to support his poor family he was
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increasingly drawn towards acting and made his screen debut while still in his teens joining a stage

company in 1923 vittorio de sica 7 july 1901 13 november 1974 was an italian director and actor a

leading figure in the neorealist movement four of the films he directed won academy awards sciuscià

and bicycle thieves honorary while yesterday today and tomorrow and il giardino dei finzi contini won

the academy award for best foreign language film 1901 1974 italian film director and actor born in sora

and raised in naples de sica turned to acting after working in an office and having completed his

military service vittorio de sica was an italian director and actor a leading figure in the neorealist

movement four of the films he directed won academy awards sciuscià and bicycle thieves while italian

actor and film director born in sora italy on 7 july 1901 into a lower middle class family vittorio de sica

directed at least 25 films and acted in more than 150 he spent his childhood years in naples and then

moved with his family to rome in 1912 vittorio de sica born july 7 1902 sora italy died nov 13 1974

paris france italian film director and actor he joined an acting company in 1923 and soon became a

matinee idol and below actor enzo staiola who gives a tremendous performance as young bruno ricci
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tells his own story of how de sica discovered him on the street one day while he was walking home

from school since its initial release more than half a century ago vittorio de sica s bicycle thieves has

been lauded as one of cinema s greatest achievements career actor in tatiana pavlova s stage

company 1923 formed own stage company with actress wife late 1920s leading film actor from 1931

directed first film rose scarlette 1940 died in paris 13 november 1974 italian director vittorio de sica

was also a notable actor who appeared in over 100 films to which he brought the same charm and

brightness which infused his work behind the camera by 1918 at the age of 16 de sica had already

begun to dabble in stage work and in 1923 he joined tatiana novelist cesare pavese the moon and the

bonfires the devil in the hills once said that the greatest italian storyteller of his time was not a writer

but a filmmaker vittorio de sica the 40th best director of all time vittorio de sica de sica it feels late to

finally be adding one of cinema s great realists bicycle thieves is an all time film 14 th all time on my

top 500 and with umberto d shoeshine and two women we have four top 500 films de sica himself was

an unusually handsome man and an accomplished international actor nominated for a best supporting
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actor oscar for the 1957 adaptation of ernest hemingway s a farewell to arms and star of the british

action series the four just men june 13 2024 7 00 a m et made in the aftermath of world war ii vittorio

de sica s shoeshine is a juvenile delinquency film with a difference the grievous misdeeds are

committed actor director 73 years france biography photo best movies and tv shows awards news

birthday and age date of death de sica was born on 7 july 1901 in sora lazio the son of neapolitan

pare the italian director and actor vittorio de sica is best known internationally for the searing poignant

humanist pictures he made in the late 1940s and early 50s paris nov 13 vittorio de sica the director of

such film classics as shoeshine and the bicycle thief died here today at the age of 73 he had

undergone surgery in recent months vittorio de sica director actor screenwriter producer 1901 1974

born july 7 sora lazio italy top 250 directors key production countries italy france key genres drama

melodrama comedy romantic drama war drama family drama romance comedy drama coming of age

urban drama crime comedy satire
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vittorio de sica wikipedia May 13 2024 vittorio de sica d ə ˈ s iː k ə də see kə italian vitˈtɔːrjo de

ˈsiːka 7 july 1901 13 november 1974 was an italian film director and actor a leading figure in the

neorealist movement

vittorio de sica imdb Apr 12 2024 vittorio de sica director bicycle thieves vittorio de sica grew up in

naples and started out as an office clerk in order to raise money to support his poor family he was

increasingly drawn towards acting and made his screen debut while still in his teens joining a stage

company in 1923

vittorio de sica biography movies facts britannica Mar 11 2024 vittorio de sica was an italian film

director and actor who first found fame as a matinee idol and who later was a major figure in the

italian neorealist movement he directed four masterpieces of the genre including the bicycle thief 1948

which earned an academy award for best foreign film

vittorio de sica biography imdb Feb 10 2024 director bicycle thieves vittorio de sica grew up in naples

and started out as an office clerk in order to raise money to support his poor family he was
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increasingly drawn towards acting and made his screen debut while still in his teens joining a stage

company in 1923

vittorio de sica the movie database tmdb Jan 09 2024 vittorio de sica 7 july 1901 13 november 1974

was an italian director and actor a leading figure in the neorealist movement four of the films he

directed won academy awards sciuscià and bicycle thieves honorary while yesterday today and

tomorrow and il giardino dei finzi contini won the academy award for best foreign language film

vittorio de sica oxford reference Dec 08 2023 1901 1974 italian film director and actor born in sora

and raised in naples de sica turned to acting after working in an office and having completed his

military service

vittorio de sica director actor tv insider Nov 07 2023 vittorio de sica was an italian director and actor a

leading figure in the neorealist movement four of the films he directed won academy awards sciuscià

and bicycle thieves while

de sica vittorio 1901 1974 encyclopedia com Oct 06 2023 italian actor and film director born in sora
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italy on 7 july 1901 into a lower middle class family vittorio de sica directed at least 25 films and acted

in more than 150 he spent his childhood years in naples and then moved with his family to rome in

1912

vittorio de sica summary britannica Sep 05 2023 vittorio de sica born july 7 1902 sora italy died nov

13 1974 paris france italian film director and actor he joined an acting company in 1923 and soon

became a matinee idol

working with vittorio de sica current the criterion Aug 04 2023 and below actor enzo staiola who gives

a tremendous performance as young bruno ricci tells his own story of how de sica discovered him on

the street one day while he was walking home from school since its initial release more than half a

century ago vittorio de sica s bicycle thieves has been lauded as one of cinema s greatest

achievements

vittorio de sica encyclopedia com Jul 03 2023 career actor in tatiana pavlova s stage company 1923

formed own stage company with actress wife late 1920s leading film actor from 1931 directed first film
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rose scarlette 1940 died in paris 13 november 1974

vittorio de sica turner classic movies Jun 02 2023 italian director vittorio de sica was also a notable

actor who appeared in over 100 films to which he brought the same charm and brightness which

infused his work behind the camera by 1918 at the age of 16 de sica had already begun to dabble in

stage work and in 1923 he joined tatiana

where to begin with vittorio de sica bfi May 01 2023 novelist cesare pavese the moon and the bonfires

the devil in the hills once said that the greatest italian storyteller of his time was not a writer but a

filmmaker vittorio de sica

the 40th best director of all time vittorio de sica Mar 31 2023 the 40th best director of all time vittorio

de sica de sica it feels late to finally be adding one of cinema s great realists bicycle thieves is an all

time film 14 th all time on my top 500 and with umberto d shoeshine and two women we have four top

500 films

the director s cut vittorio de sica Feb 27 2023 de sica himself was an unusually handsome man and
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an accomplished international actor nominated for a best supporting actor oscar for the 1957

adaptation of ernest hemingway s a farewell to arms and star of the british action series the four just

men

shoeshine before bicycle thieves a tragic farce the Jan 29 2023 june 13 2024 7 00 a m et made in the

aftermath of world war ii vittorio de sica s shoeshine is a juvenile delinquency film with a difference the

grievous misdeeds are committed

vittorio de sica actor director writer producer composer Dec 28 2022 actor director 73 years france

biography photo best movies and tv shows awards news birthday and age date of death de sica was

born on 7 july 1901 in sora lazio the son of neapolitan pare

review from vittorio de sica the comic anxieties of la Nov 26 2022 the italian director and actor vittorio

de sica is best known internationally for the searing poignant humanist pictures he made in the late

1940s and early 50s

vittorio de sica 7 3 dies neorealist movie director Oct 26 2022 paris nov 13 vittorio de sica the director
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of such film classics as shoeshine and the bicycle thief died here today at the age of 73 he had

undergone surgery in recent months

tspdt vittorio de sica Sep 24 2022 vittorio de sica director actor screenwriter producer 1901 1974 born

july 7 sora lazio italy top 250 directors key production countries italy france key genres drama

melodrama comedy romantic drama war drama family drama romance comedy drama coming of age

urban drama crime comedy satire
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